
Abstrat
The treated distributed server multimedia in this work is omposed of a Server Node, seve-ral Storage Nodes and many Client Nodes. Algorithms for the distribution of multimediaobjets in the multimedia server storage spae an be divided into two groups: DataStriping and Random Data Alloation models. Multimedia objet storage redundanymehanisms an be added with the purpose of inreasing performane and providing faulttolerane.The RIO Multimedia Server is a distributed multimedia server that allows for simul-taneous aess to its Storage Nodes. Distribution is ahieved by means of a Random DataAlloation algorithm. The RIO Multimedia Server implements a redundany mehanismfor the storage of multimedia objet bloks known as replia.The aidental removal or, for that matter, a onnetion fault of a Storage Node anause a failure or the interruption in the exhibition of multimedia objets in the ClientNodes, depending on the number of replias de�ned in the RIO Server on�gurationarhives. Conversely, the insertion of a Storage Node with the purpose of inreasing thestorage spae, will not ause problems to the funtioning of the server but it will not bedeteted by the RIO Server. Currently, the reovery of the servies provided by the RIOServer, in virtue of the modi�ation of the on�guration of a Storage Node, demands thatthe server should be stopped to modify the on�guration registers, then restarted for theremoval of multimedia objets and then the reinsertion of multimedia objets multimediaaording to the new on�guration of the Storage Node. Only after these operations areompleted, will the supply of objets multimedia for the ustomers in the RIO Server bere-established. The ustomer will be left without attendane during all this proess.The solution adopted in this work for the redistribution of multimedia objets, whenan modi�ation in the on�guration of a Storage Nodes ours, is omposed for threebasi proedures: the interruption of the RIO Server, the o�-line update of the on�gura-tion arhives, and the re-initialization of the RIO Server in parallel with a redistributionproedure that gradually redistributes the multimedia objets randomly in the new Sto-rage Node senario, at the same time that the lients are taken are of. A number ofexperiments have been onduted, in whih the number of multimedia objet bloks mo-ved around during the operation and the time onsumed for the omplete exeution ofthe implemented routine were evaluated. Therefore, after a brief interruption of the RIOServer, it is possible to re-establish the supply of multimedia objets from the RIO Serverto its lients.


